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Disappearing Cryptography, Second Edition - Information Hiding: Steganography and WatermarkingMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
"Disappearing Cryptography is a witty and entertaining look at the world of information hiding. Peter Wayner provides an intuitive perspective of the many techniques, applications, and research directions in the area of steganography. The sheer breadth of topics is outstanding and makes this book truly unique. A must read for...
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Compared to What?: An Introduction to the Anaylsis of AlgorithmsW. H. Freeman, 1991

	I am very pleased to have this new book in the Aho/Ullman series Principles of Computer Science. I see this book as a major step toward making computer science theory accessible to the wide range of students who need to know the subject. It covers a good segment of the classical material on data structures and algorithms, but it does so in a...
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Hacking the Hacker: Learn From the Experts Who Take Down HackersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Meet the world's top ethical hackers and explore the tools of the trade


	Hacking the Hacker takes you inside the world of cybersecurity to show you what goes on behind the scenes, and introduces you to the men and women on the front lines of this technological arms race. Twenty-six of the world's top white hat...
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Beginning J2ME: From Novice to Professional, Third EditionApress, 2005
J2ME is a platform for wireless and mobile Java application development. Beginning J2ME makes this and all the fun you can have with it accessible to the first time wireless Java developer as well as useful to the experienced. This book includes coverage such as sound HTTPS support, lots of user interface API enhancements, a Game API,...
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Design and Analysis of Randomized Algorithms: Introduction to Design ParadigmsSpringer, 2005

	Randomization has become a standard approach in algorithm design. Efficiency
	and simplicity are the main features of randomized algorithms that
	often made randomization a miraculous springboard for solving complex problems
	in various applications. Especially in the areas of communication, cryptography,
	data management, and discrete...
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Making, Breaking Codes: Introduction to CryptologyPrentice Hall, 2001

	This book is an introduction to modern ideas in cryptology and how to employ
	these ideas. It includes the relevant material on number theory, probability, and
	abstract algebra, in addition to descriptions of ideas about algorithms and com
	plexity theory. Three somewhat different terms appear in the discussion of secure
	communications...
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Java 2D GraphicsO'Reilly, 1999
One weakness of Java has been its graphics capabilities. Java 1.0  and 1.1 only included simple primitives for line drawing: lines  could only be one pixel wide, they could only be solid, and there  wasn't any good way to draw curves. Font management and color management  were also weak. Java 2D (collectively called the "2D API") signals...
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A Beginner's Guide to Discrete MathematicsBirkhauser, 2011

	Wallis's book on discrete mathematics is a resource for an introductory course in a subject fundamental to both mathematics and computer science, a course that is expected not only to cover certain specific topics but also to introduce students to important modes of thought specific to each discipline . . . Lower-division undergraduates...
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Elliptic Curves: Number Theory and Cryptography, Second Edition (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2008


	Over the last two or three decades, elliptic curves have been playing an increasingly

	important role both in number theory and in related fields such as

	cryptography. For example, in the 1980s, elliptic curves started being used

	in cryptography and elliptic curve techniques were developed for factorization

	and primality...
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Computer Networks, Fourth EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
The world's leading introduction to networking-fully updated  for tomorrow's key technologies.

Computer Networks, Fourth  Edition is the ideal introduction to today's networks-and tomorrow's.  This classic best seller has been thoroughly updated to reflect the newest and...
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Practical Signcryption (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	In today’s world, data must be sent around the world cheaply and securely, and that requires origin authentication, integrity protection, and confidentiality – the recipient of a message should be able to ascertain who sent the message, be sure that the message has not been changed en route, and be sure that the data arrives...
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Dynamic Epistemic Logic (Synthese Library)Springer, 2007
"I am very glad to see that three people so active in this area of knowledge update are bringing out this book. It should be of great help to graduate students as well as established researchers." Rohit Parikh, Distinguished Professor, City University of New York     Dynamic Epistemic Logic is the logic of knowledge change. This...
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